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the simulated communication equipment and the new gmdss simulator tgs 5000171 integrated and
connected to each other through local area network (lan). they designed for the training and

examination of the target trainees in place of actual equipment. the simulated equipment accurately
replicates the gmdss''s functions that meet the requirements of the imos international convention on

standards of training, certification and watch keeping for seafarers (stcw-78) as amended and the
imo model courses. each simulator station could work in stand-alone mode for self-study and/or in
network mode for individual and joint training of fleet operators with expert assessment of their

competency in accordance the convention''s requirements. true to its vision, transas has introduced
thesis, or transas harmonized eco system of integrated solutions, a flexible data resource where

ship, fleet operations, academy (simulation & training) and ship traffic control can all be connected
to the ecosystem, a community working together effectively on a cloud-based shared data platform

to enable smarter operations, safety, and navigation. gmdss simulators imitate ship-to-ship
communications and ship-to-shore station using highly realistic simulated terrestrial and satellite
communication systems. trainees can be familiarized with the correct operation of the variety of
gmdss equipment for distress and general communication as the software emulates recognized

gmdss equipment produced by s.p. radio, thrane&thrane and other manufacturers. the rapid growth
and development of the philippine maritime training marketcaused a dramatic increase in demand

forstate-of-the-artsimulation systems compliant with the latest marina and ched training
requirements. being the leading provider of the maritime simulation and training solutions, transas is

a logical choice for a most academies, colleges, and training centers in the philippines.
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the simulator is also a safe tool for training purposes. the tru-70 is equipped with an advanced crash
protection system that can respond to emergency situations, such as collision of vessels with

obstacles, and will activate the self-protection function of the simulator. transas is a proud member
of the world interoperability for electronic maritime services (wmes) organization that is a not-for-
profit association of maritime and marine stakeholders. the wmes standards promote the use of

electronic systems and communications in the maritime industry, improving the safety and efficiency
of worldwide maritime commerce. the wmes organisation is currently working on the development of

the new version of the marina and ched standards, known as marina v1.1. the simulator is also a
member of the marina simulator association (masa) with the aim to provide a common training

platform for marina and ched courses. transas has been designated as the singapore distributor of
the masa since 2014. the transas extra range of products is an extension to the transas product

range and serves to meet the increasing demand for an effective maritime training solution for the
european market. the transas extra range offers a comprehensive solution which provides all

trainees with the experience of all of the transas product range. the solution includes all transas
marinettes and all other transas simulators (including the transas gmdss simulator) and pc's to
install the marinettes on and to connect to the transas communications network. an external
computer network and a separate radio frequency (rf) signal generator are supplied with the

simulator to run the pc application software and to simulate appropriate remote and local
communications for the simulator and other connected stations. 5ec8ef588b
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